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how to load a program created with TIA v11 SP2 into TIA v12. How to exclude action on TIA 522.3.3? In TIA V12.1, an action
has been fixed that was causing Daylight Saving Time to fail. In TCL2011, an inaccuracy in deleting modified signatures during
the compression process, erroneously executed in RTCM mode, has been fixed. How to implement the possibility of switching

from summer time to winter time? In Win64, instead of a Service Module, a collection is implemented, the model of which
does not match the ActiveX model. What if the Active X instance does not manage the build? Is it possible to remove the

display of "Services" parameters in the Active model? Is it possible to transfer non-Active properties to the Active model and
vice versa? How to manually switch to summer (winter) time? How to put a special flag on the value

"BroadcastSystemTimeSpan = 00:00:00" when exchanging through the entry point? How can I speed up the process of
switching from winter (summer) time to summer / winter time? How to solve character encoding/decoding issue in v11. How to
solve problems with system authentication in the Windows Azure subsystem? If the access rights to the Active do not match the

administrator rights, is it possible to use the "admin" access name in the Active session? How to synchronize between two
sessions that run under different accounts. Active users have the right to see the query result on the server, but their results are
not visible on the Windows machine. How can I prevent false references to Active Host functions from being saved? You can
preview the code. How do I allow a user to perform actions that are not allowed by the current Active Directory administrator?

You can use a session key (event) to monitor the status of the error message. Are native Active objects editable on servers
running Windows AZ? You can manage Active objects through a connection to Act2010 and Active Services. How to change

database table data so that it is not indexed and displayed in MySQL? How to modify a VMOD table in SQL Server 2008 if the
database does not have an encoding? How to set up Active API on Windows AX? Active action codes should be considered

complete after the assigned messages have been generated. With Scriptions/Streams/Instal extension
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